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Abstract 
Do Long Van and Phan Trung Huy, Varieties of finite monoids and BiichikMcNaughton theorem, 
Theoretical Computer Science 98 (1992) 321-337. 
Perrin (1982) has proved that a part of Biichi-McNaughton theorem in the form formulated by 
Eilenberg (1974) can be generalized to a large class of varieties of recognizable languages. We show 
here that Perrin’s assertion can be extended to the whole theorem as well as to the partial 
improvements of it given by Arnold (1983), Beauquier and Perrin (1984). To do that, suitable classes 
of automata associated with a variety of finite monoids are introduced and examined. 
1. Introduction 
As it is well known, the fundamental theorem, due to Biichi and McNaughton, 
occupies a central place in the theory of automata on infinite words. Several formula- 
tions and proofs of the theorem have been proposed. One among them has been given 
in the book of Eilenberg [3]. It consists of different characterizations of the recogniz- 
able languages of infinite words. Arnold [l] has improved a part of the theorem by 
showing that every recognizable language of infinite words can be recognized by 
a nonambiguous Biichi automaton. Another improvement, due to Beauquier and 
Perrin [2], says that such a language can be also recognized by a codeterministic Biichi 
automaton. 
From the variety-theoretic point of view, one may say that Biichi-McNaughton 
theorem gives different characterizations of the variety of all recognizable languages of 
infinite words. Recently, Perrin [6] has shown that some of these characterizations 
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can be generalized to a large class of varieties of recognizable languages of infinite 
words. These are the varieties whose corresponding varieties of languages of finite 
words are closed under concatenation product. In the present paper we prove that 
Perrin’s assertion can be extended to all characterizations formulated by Eilenberg as 
well as to the partial improvements mentioned above. To do that, suitable families of 
automata associated to a variety of finite monoids are introduced and examined. 
We recall now some necessary definitions and results. Let A be an alphabet. We 
denote by A* the free monoid generated by A. Elements of A* are calledjfinite words. 
The length of a word u is denoted by 1~1, the empty word by E and A + = A * --E. 
We denote by AN the set of all injinite words 
w=aOa,az... 
with aLEA. The left factor of w of length k is denoted by w[k]. 
For a subset X of A * we denote by k the set of infinite words having infinitely many 
left factors in X. We say that _% is the limit of X. Then, for a family % of subsets of A* 
we define 
We denote by ?ZB the Boolean closure of ‘3. 
For any subset X of A * we denote by X” the set of infinite words WEAN of the form 
with Xi~X - E. We denote by X * the submonoid of A * generated by X. 
A family V of finite monoids is called a variety of monoids if it is closed under 
morphisms, passage to submonoids, and (finite) direct product. The trivial variety of 
monoids is denoted by 1. 
With every variety V of monoids we associate a *-variety of subsets of A* denoted 
V *. This is the family of subsets X for which there exists a morphism f: A * + M from 
A* onto a monoid M in V such that 
f-‘j-(X)=X. 
It is easy to see that V* is closed under the Boolean operations. We say that V* is 
closed under product if for any X, YEV* we have XYeV*. 
We denote by V” the family of subsets W of AN of the form 
W= i, Xi Yp, 
i=l 
with Xi, YTEV*. 
We say that a morphism f: A *-+M from A * onto a finite monoid M saturates 
a subset W of AN if for any m, nEM, 
f-‘(m)Cf-‘(n)l”n W#8 
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implies 
f-‘(m)[f-l(n)]% w. 
The N-variety associated to V, denoted by VN, is the family of subsets W of AN such 
that there exists a morphism f: A *+M with MEV which saturates W. 
We denote by F(V) the family of subsets of AN defined as follows. We say that 
Wbelongs to F(V) if there exist a monoid MEV, a morphism f: A*+M from A* onto 
M, and a family Y of subsets of M such that, for any weAN we have 
WE W o {m~Mlm=f(w[k]) for infinitely many k}EY-. 
We write then W= lI(J; M, S)ll. 
The following result has been proved by Perrin in [6,7]. 
Theorem 1.1. If V is a variety of monoids such that V* is closed under product then we 
have 
(3*)“=F(V)=V”=VN. 
2. Main result 
To formulate the main result we need some more notations and definitions. 
An automaton d =(Q, F,I, T) over an alphabet A is given by a finite set Q of states, 
a subset F of Q x A x Q whose elements are called arrows, and two subsets I, T of 
Q called, respectively, the set of initial and terminal states. A path in the automaton 
d is a finite sequence of arrows of the form ( pk, ak, pk+ 1), 0 d k d n. The label of the 
path is the word x = aOal . ..a.,. The path is said to be successful if pOeZ and p,,+ 1~ T. 
The behaviour of the automaton &, denoted by I&l, is the set of labels of the 
successful paths. We say also that the set X = Id I is recognized by d. We denote also 
the automaton d by .d =(Q, I, T) or d = (Q, F) when it is not necessary to specify the 
set F or the sets I, T, respectively. 
Let d =(Q, F, I, T) be an automaton over A. An infinite path in & is an infinite 
sequence of arrows of the form (~~,a~,pk+~), k>O. The label of the infinite path is the 
infinite word w = a0 a, a2 . . . The infinite path is called successful if pO~I and pkE T for 
infinitely many k > 0. The Biichi (infinite) behaviour of &, denoted by I d I B, is the set of 
labels of the successful infinite paths. We say also that the set W= IL&!/~ is recognized 
by &‘. 
If we consider, instead of a set T of terminal states, a family Y of sets of terminal 
states, we are led to a Miiller automaton &=(Q, F, I, Y). An infinite path in d is 
successful if the set of states appearing infinitely often is an element of the family 9. 
The Muller (infinite) behaviour of d, denoted by ldlM, is the set of labels of the 
successful infinite paths. 
An automaton & =(Q, F) is said to be deterministic (codeterministic) if for any two 
arrows (p,a, q), (p’,a,q’) labelled by the same letter, p=p’ (q=q’) implies q=q’ 
(p=p’). 
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Let &=(Q, F) be an automaton over the alphabet A. For every a~,4 we denote by 
r(a) the binary relation on Q given by 
r(a)= {(P> qkQ x QI(P, a> qkF). 
The relation monoid of &, denoted by M,, is defined to be the submonoid generated 
by the set {r(a) 1 a~..4 } in the monoid of all binary relations on Q. Clearly, when & is 
the minimal automaton of X = IdI, M,, is isomorphic to the transition monoid of 
d and, therefore, to the syntactic monoid of X (see in Section 3 for the definition of 
syntactic monoid). Now with any two subsets I, T of Q we associate a binary relation 
on M,d, denoted by = I, T, defined by: r = I, Tr’ iff for every sl, SUE M d 
(sl rs2)n(l x T)#@ 0 (sl r’s2)n(l x T)#8. 
It is easy to verify that = I, T is a congruence. So, one can speak about the quotient of 
M, by =I,T, denoted by M,,(I, T): 
Let V be a variety of monoids. An automaton d is called a V-automaton if M,&EV. 
We denote by Aut(V) the family of V-automata and we define 
Rec(V)={XcA*l%$EAut(V): X=l&lf. 
An automaton &=(Q, F,I, T) is called a Biichi V-automaton if M,(i, t), 
M,&(t, t’)EV for all iel, t, t’~ T. 
The family of such automata is denoted by BAut (V). The automaton d is said to 
be a strong Biichi V-automaton if ~,EV. Their family is denoted by SBAut(V). 
Clearly SBAut(V)&BAut(V),,but the reverse inclusion, in general, is not true as it is 
shown in the following example. 
Example 2.1. Denote by A the variety of aperiodic monoids. Evidently, the two 
element monoid U1 = (0, I} with 0 as zero, and the unit monoid I = {l} are in A, 
whereas the three-element monoid G = (0, 1, e} with 0 as zero and e as an idempotent 
is not in A. We now consider the Biichi automaton d =(Q, F, I, T) over the alphabet 
~={~~~~~~~,}~whereQ={~~~~~,~,j,F={(~~~aj~~ij)I~,j~GJ,~={~~}, T={qo}.It 
is easy to see that M,?/EG. Let now X=l(Q, ql, qO)l, Y=l(Q,qO, q,,)j. 
Obviously, X = A * a,,,4 *, Y=A* and both are star-free languages, thereby M,, 
M+A. By Proposition 3.1, M,4(q,, qo)zM,, M,,(q,, qo)zM,. Thus, d is a Biichi 
A-automaton but not a strong one. 
We denote also by DBAut(V) and CODAut(V), respectively, the families of 
deterministic and codeterministic Btichi V-automata. 
Given two automata JZZ = (Q, I, T) and &“=(Q’, I’, T’), we say that & precedes &‘, 
denoted by d <d ‘, if there exist two bijections g: I+I’, h: T-t T’ such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) I(Q, i, t)l= I(Q’,s(G W)l for iel, LET; 
(2) I(Q,t,t)I c I(Q’,W,W)l for tET; 
(3) I(Q,t,t)l~=I(Q’,h(t),h(t))lW for tei”. 
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It is easy to see that the relation < is reflexive and transitive. We define 
GBAut(V)={d 134’EBAut(V): &<d’} 
An automaton B is said to be nonambiguous if each word w of AN can be a label of 
at most one successful path in .c4. We define 
NAGBAut(V)= jdeGBAut(V) ( d is nonambiguous.} 
A Muller automaton d =(Q, F,I, Y) is called a Muller V-automaton if M,&, 
M,W’7(t, I’)EV for all TEY-, t, t’~ T, where &, is the restriction of d on T: 
.ds,=(T, FT), with F,=Fn(Tx A x T). 
We denote by MAut(V) and DMAut(V), respectively, the family of Muller V- 
automata and that of deterministic ones. 
Remark 2.2. In the definition of a Muller V-automaton d =(Q, F, I, 3) we can 
replace the condition M,dl(f, ~‘)EV ( TEE; t, PET) by the equivalent condition 
M,017~V. Indeed, the fact that the latter condition implies the first one is trivial. We 
now prove the reverse implication. Suppose the first condition holds. Let Y and r’ be 
two different elements of MdT. Then there exist C, t’~ T such that (t, t’) belongs to one 
of the elements P and r’ but does not belong to the other. This means that r+t,rs r’. 
Denote by p the congruence which is the intersection of all congruences E~,~’ for all 
t, t’E T. On the one hand, clearly M,,,,/p can be embedded into 
n M,$> t’). 
&l/ET 
On the other hand, we have M,,/p? M,dr. Thus, we have proved that M,&, is 
a divisor of 
n M.& 0 
f,f’ET 
Because M,dT(t, t’)eV for every t, t’ET, so is M,,r. 
A family (Xi, Yi), i61, of subsets of Xi, Yi of A* is said to be nonambiguous if each 
word w of AN has at most one factorization of the form 
w = xy1 y2.. . for X~Xi, JJjE Yi, i61. 
The main result now can be formulated as follows. 
Theorem 2.3. Jf V# 1 is a variety qf jinite monoids such that V* is closed under 
product, then for any subset W of AN the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) WE[R~~()]~. 
(ii) There exists an automaton & =(Q, i, r) in DMAut(V) such that W= (d lM. 
(iii) There exists an automaton ~4 =(Q, i, .Y) in MAut(V) such that W= (LZJ Ihl. 
(iv) There exists an automaton d =(Q, i, T) in CODBAut(V) such that W= (& lB. 
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(v) There exists an automaton &‘=(Q, i, T) in NAGBAut(V) such that W=)J$’ le. 
(vi) There exists an automaton d =(Q, i, T) in BAut(V) such that W= )& IB. 
(vii) There exists an automaton &=(Q, i, T) in SBAut(V) such that W= I& IB. 
(viii) W is of the form 
W= ij XiYy, 
i-l 
where Xi, YiERec(V): Xi, YicA +, Yi is U pre3x, (Xi, Yi), 1 < i<n, is nonambiguous, 
and such that for every i there exists a subset Zi E A + for which 
ZTERec(V), Yi~Zi, Yy =Zy. 
(ix) W is of the form 
W= ~ Xi~~, 
i=l 
where Xi, YiERec(V), Yi is a prefix, and such thatfor every i there exists a subset Zi for 
which 
ZTERec(V), YiCZi, Yy=Zp. 
(x) W is of the form 
W= ir Xi Yp, 
i=l 
with Xi, YiERec(V). 
(xi) WcF(V) 
(xii) WEV~. 
The varieties of finite monoids whose corresponding *-varieties are closed under 
product have been characterized by Straubing 191. A general family of such varieties 
can be obtained as follows. Let G be a variety of finite groups. The family of finite 
monoids whose all groups are in G forms a variety of monoids denoted by V,. The 
corresponding *-variety Vz is then closed under product (see e.g. [3], Vol. B). When 
G is the variety of all finite groups, V, will be the variety of all finite monoids, if G is 
the trivial variety of groups, V, is the variety of all aperiodic monoids, denoted by A. 
Thus, in the case when the variety V is that of all finite monoids, the conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii), (vi), (vii), (ix), and (x) of Th eorem 2.3 give Biichi-McNaughton theorem 
(see [3], Vol. A, p. 382), the conditions (v) and (viii) give the result obtained by Arnold 
Cl], and the condition (iv) is the result proved by Beauquier and Perrin [2]. If V is the 
variety A of all aperiodic monoids then Ret(A) coincides with the family of all 
star-free languages. Thus, the conditions (i) and (x) of Theorem 2.3 give in this case the 
result of Thomas [IO] (see also [S, Theorem 2.11). 
Note that the assertion of Theorem 2.3 is not true for V= 1. Indeed, it is easy to see 
that Ret(l)= (8, A*}, lN= {S, AN}. So, the condition (viii) cannot hold. 
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It is interesting to note also that the membership problem for the family A&(V) 
(DAut(V), MAut(V), DMAut(V), BAut(V), DBAut(V), CODBAut(V)) is solvable if 
so is the membership problem for V. 
3. V-automata 
We now establish some simple properties of V-automata which are useful in the 
sequel. 
We recall that the syntactic monoid M, of a subset X of A * is the quotient of A * by 
the syntactic congruence, denoted by sx, defined as follows. For any U, UEA *, 
~~~21 0 Vx, YEA*: xuy~X iff xvy~X. 
The following proposition relates the relation monoid of an automaton and the 
syntactic monoid of the language recognized by the automaton. 
Proposition 3.1. If d =(Q, F, I, T) is an automaton and X = )d ) then 
Mx z M,,(I, T). 
Proof. Obviously, the application f, which maps every element UEA *, say u = a, . . a, 
with UiEA, into the element r(al)...r(a,) of M,d, is a morphism from A* onto M,. 
Then, it is easy to see that, for any u,v~A*, u s x v iff f(u) E r, r f(v). Therefore, 
M,zM,(Z, T). 0 
Remark 3.2. In fact, Proposition 3.1 can be generalized as follows. Given an automa- 
ton s4 =(Q, F) and a subset P of Q x Q. On M, we define a congruence denoted by 
= p which is a generalization of the above congruence = ,, r: 
rzpr’ 0 Vsl, s2~M,,,: (s, rsz)nP#O iff (sl ~‘Q)AP#@. 
Let M,&(P)= M,&/zP, and let 
X= u I(Q>F,q>d)l. 
[4.dlEP 
Then Mx z M,d( P). 
We denote by DAut(V) the family of deterministic V-automata and define 
Det(V)=(XcA*jS&‘EDAut(V): X=1&/}, 
Then we have the following proposition whose proof is easy and, therefore, omitted. 
Proposition 3.3. For any variety V of monoids 
V*=Det(V)=Rec(V). 
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Proposition 3.4. Each deterministic (codeterministic) Btkhi V-automaton has a strong 
deterministic (codeterministic) Biichi V-automaton equivalent to it in the sense that they 
define the same language. 
Proof. Note first that for any deterministic automaton d we have 
1&51,=1~:1. 
Let now &=(Q, I, T) be an automaton in DBAut(V) with Id/=X. We have 
1 d 1 B = 2. Then clearly, 
X=u U ItQ,i,t)l. 
Since M,,(i, t)EV, by Proposition 3.1 we have IQ,i, t)lEV* and, therefore, 
XGV*. Hence, M,EV. Let now d’ be the minimal automaton recognizing X. Then 
/Sg’lB=g=(.&\B. Since M,,2MM, and M,EV, we have M,,EV. Thus, d’is strong. 
For the case of codeterministic automata, the proof is immediate from the case of 
deterministic automata and the proof of (x)*(iv) is in Section 4. 0 
We denote by BDet(V) the family of subsets of AN recognized by a deterministic 
Biichi V-automaton. The following proposition generalizes a well-known result (see 
e.g. [4, Proposition 2.51). 
Proposition 3.5. For any variety V of monoids we have 
BDet(V)=Rec(). 
We now formulate a property concerning Muller automata. 
Proposition 3.6. If V is a variety of monoids such that V* is closed under product then 
a deterministic Muller automaton d =(Q, F, 1, Y) is a Muller V-automaton ifl M,EV. 
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. To prove the “if” part, it suffices to show that 
M,d~V implies M,dr(t, t’)EV for any TEY and t, t’ET. Note first that if V* is closed 
under product then (E}EV*. Since & is deterministic we have 
By Proposition 3.1 and by the fact that V* is closed under product and the Boolean 
operations, this implies I( T, FT, t, t’)JEV* and, consequently, M,&,(t, t’)EV. 0 
In difference from the case of deterministic Muller V-automata, for a non- 
deterministic Muller V-automaton d = (Q, F, I, r), the conditions Md,(tr t’)EV 
( TEY; t, t’E T), or equivalently, M,dI~V ( TEY), are essential. In other words, the 
condition M,d~V only is not sufficient for a nondeterministic Muller automaton d to 
be a Muller V-automaton. This will be shown in the following example which exhibits 
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a nondeterministic Muller automaton d with M,d~V but n/l,?@ V and, therefore, d is 
not a Muller V-automaton. Moreover, one has Id IM $VN which means that the 
computation power of the nondeterministic Muller automata & with M,,EV is 
properly stronger than that of the nondeterministic Muller V-automata. 
Example 3.7. Let A be the variety of all aperiodic monoids, and AN, A * be 
the N-variety and *-variety, respectively. It is well known that A* is closed under 
product (see e.g. [3], Vol. B). Consider the Muller automaton &‘= (Q, F, I, Y), where 
Q={4o,41>qz)>F={(qo, a q,)t (qcl,kq,), (q~,~>40L (40,hqz), (q2rhqo), (41>kq,), 
(q2,hql)), I={qo}, r=(r), with T={qo,ql) (see Fig. 1). 
We first show that M,,EA. It is easy to verify that M,, consists of the following 12 
elements. 
a={(q,, q1)},0=Z2=@=02 
~=~~q~~q~)~~q~~q0)~~q~~q2)~~q2~q~)~~q0rq2)~~q2~q~)~ 
u=b2=Q~Q=63= . . . =u2 
The multiplication table of M, is shown in Table 1. 
Since the X-classes containing idempotents are the singletons { pj, {q), {r}, (s}, 
it>, Iu>> ix>, (~1, (01, {lf, M,, cannot have nontrivial subgroups. So, M,EA. 
Next we show that M,r$ A, where -G4T =( T, FT) is the restriction of & on T 
(see Fig. 2). 
It is easy to see that M,,r consists of 7 elements which are d= (( qo, ql)}; 
o=~2=8J=j(qo7qd, (ql~qo)); i=K2=j(qo,qo), (ql,ql)); dl=6~={(qo,qo)); 
p=b={(ql, ql)}; y=&6={(q,, qO)}. The multiplication table of M,r is shown in 
Table 2. 
-0-o 
4 
(1 a,b 4, 
Fig. 1 
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Table 1 
a 6 u p q I s t x y 0 1 
I 
it 
U 
P 
4 
r 
s 
t 
x 
b 
1 
0 p s 0 a a 0 p s p 0 - 
q u u t r r X Y U Y 0 Pi 
r U U y r r u I’ u y 0 u 
S S 
ii t x 
n a 
0” 4 4 
P s P 0 P 
: t x t 0 q 
0 y u 0 r r 0 y u ?’ 0 r 
a s s p a a s p s p 0 s 
q x x t q q x t x t 0 t 
q x x t q q x t x t 0 x 
6 : t: b : a t; 
u Y 0 
ii 0 0 0 0’ 
a 6 u p q r s t x 4’ 0 1 
Table 2 
Having (1, s} as a nontrivial subgroup, M&T is not in A. Thus, d is not a Muller 
A-automaton. 
We now prove that Idjlu#AN. Denote L=(d JM. Assume the contrary that LezAN. 
Then there exist a monoid MEA, a morphism h: A*+M from A* onto M which 
saturates L. First. we show that the set 
w= (XEA + I3uEA*: UXWEL} 
b 
Fig. 2. 
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is in A *. Indeed, let XE W; since h saturates L, it follows that h-‘(h(x))- {E) G W. So, 
we have 
W= u h-l(h(x))-{E}=h-l(h(W))-(E}. 
XSW 
Hence, WE A *. Let now X=l(T,FT,qO,qO)l, Y=l(T,FT,41,q1)l, W’=b*uXuY. 
Denote g : A* -+ M,o’r the morphism from A* onto M,dT defined by g(a)=& g(b)=6 
g(c)=?. Then it can be verified easily that X=(b2)*(ab(b2)*)*=g-‘(1, CC}, 
Y=((b’)*ba)*(Z?)*=g-r{‘i,/?}. Since for every m,n~M,~, mdn#b”,i; one has 
b*=g-‘{‘i,g}. Thus, wI=g-1{~,b”,~,/3}. We now prove that W= W’-(E). The 
inclusion W’-(E) G W is immediate from the definition of W and the obvious 
equalities 
=I(Q,F,qo,qo)lX”ul(Q,F,qo,q,)lY”. 
To prove the reverse inclusion we need the obvious properties: 
(i) X and Y consist only the words of even length. 
(ii) If UX~EL, then there exists an integer k>O such that either UX~E l(Q, F, qo,qo)( 
and x~EX, or uxkE)(Q,F,qo,q,)) and x2~ Y. 
Let now XE W. Then there is some UEA* such that uxWeL. By (ii) it implies 
X*EXU Y. If x2eX, then g(x)2E{i, c(} and by the multiplication table of MdT it 
follows g(x)E{I, &cc}. If x2~ Y, then g(x)2E{‘i, p} which implies g(x)E{‘i,b”,b}. Thus, 
g(X)E(i, 6 a, p}, i.e. xEg_ l {i,6,cqp} = W’. So, W= W’- {E}. Next, consider the au- 
tomaton &‘=(Q’,F’) obtained from -c11, by joining a new state q3 and a new 
arrow (q3,b,q3): Q’=Tu{q,}, F’=f’u((q3,b,q3)}. Clearly, W’=l(Q’,F’,qo, 
qo)/ul(Q’,~‘,q~,q~)IuI(Q’,~‘,q3,q3)1. Let ~={(4040), (4124lh (q32q3)I 
d={(qo,ql)), 6={(qo,q1), (ql,qo), (q3,q3)) which are dements of M,,. Since 
ri&?n~={(q,, ql)}#@ whereas liiani=anri=@, it follows b^fi^l. Having as a non- 
trivial subgroup the group consisting of the classes of 6 and ‘i, M,.(T) is not in A. By 
Remark 3.2, M,,r M,,.(i). Thus, M,.#A and, therefore, W’#A*. Hence, W$A*, 
a contradiction. So, we have L$AN, as required. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3 
The proof follows the pattern shown in Fig. 3. 
For W=@ all the conditions formulated in the theorem hold. So we may assume 
W#0. 
(i)o(xi)*(x)o(xii) is immediate by Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 3.3. 
(xi)=-(ii). Let WEF(V) with W= II(f, M, T) 11. C onstruct the deterministic Muller 
automaton d=(M, F, l,S), where F={(m,a,mf(a))Jm~M, UEA}. It is easy to see 
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(9 <=> (xi) a (xl <=> (xii) 
Fig. 3. 
that W= ) d jM. Consider the application g : M-M,,, mapping each element meM 
into the element r = {(n, nm) 1 no M}. It is not difficult to verify that g is a morphism 
from M onto M,&. Since MEV, we have M,d~V. Thus, by Proposition 3.6, 
&sDMAut(V). 
(ii) 3 (iii). Obvious. 
(iii)+(x). Suppose W=Jdl, with d =(Q, F, i, Y) in MAut(V). Let TEF and 
7’= {tl ,..., tn}. Define 
X,=l(Q, F, i, h)l 
By Proposition 3.1, I(Q, F, i, t)( and [(T, FT, t, t’)( are in V* for any t, t’ in T. Thereby 
XT is in V*. Since V* is closed under product we have also Y, in V* and, therefore, 
Yg= Y,u{E}EV*. But V* = Ret(V) by Proposition 3.3. Thus, X,, YgERec(V). 
It is easy to see that 
and, consequently, 
w= u XTYT. 
TEY 
(xi)+(viii). Let WEF(V), W= II(1; M, S)ll. We have 
W= u Il(f, M, iT})lI. 
TE3 
Since T# T’ implies j( (L M, { Tj) I( n (((f; M, (T’)) (I= 0, without any loss of gener- 
ality, we may assume F= { T}, i.e. W= II(f, M, { T})IJ. Then it is easy to see that an 
element w is in W iff one and only one of the following two cases holds: 
Case 1: The word w has a unique factorization of the form 
(*I 
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satisfying the following conditions: 
(1.1) UEA+, aEA, f(u)#T, f (ua) = ti for some i (1 < i < n), 
(1.2) vjkcA +, ti+k-If(“jk)=ti+k3 ti+k- 1 f (vjk[ll)fti+k 
(j>l, ldkbn, 161<11~jk)), 
(1.3) tif(Vj[I])ET (j>l, l<l<lvj(), where vj stands for vjlUj2...Ujn. 
Case 2: The word w has a unique factorization of the form 
W=UD~~U~~...v~nv~~v~~...V~n... 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(2.1) UEA +, f(u)=t13 f(uCU)$(M-T)u{tl} (ldl<lul), 
(2.2) VjkEA +, tkf(ojk)=tk+l, tkf(UjkC1l)#tk+l 
(j>l, ldkdn, l<l<(ujkl), 
(**) 
(2.3) tr f(Vj[I])ET (j>l, l~l</Vj(), where Uj stands for UjiVj2...Ujn, 
We now define 
i 
Xi=(f-‘(ti)-(Au&)}-f-‘(T)A (1 Gidn), 
X ,+i={f-‘(td-E}-{f-‘((M-T)u{td)-&)A+, 
Ri=f-‘{s~MItis=ti+l)--E (ldi<n), 
Si=Rj-RjA+ (1 fibn), 
i 
Yi=SiSi+l... Si+n_l-(f-lfSEMItiSgT}-E)A+ (ldi<n), 
Y n+1= Yl. 
It is easy to see that the condition (1.1) holds iff uaEXi. The condition (1.2) can be 
translated into VjkESi+k_l (ja 1, 1 bkdn). So, both the conditions (1.2) and (1.3) are 
equivalent t0 Vjl Vj2.. . Vj,E Yi (j>, 1). Thus, the conditions (l.l)-(1.3) say nothing but 
WEXi Yy. In the same way the conditions (2.1)-(2.3) can be translated into 
WEX,+1 c+1. Thus, we have 
II+1 
W= U XiYr. 
i=l 
Clearly, Xi, YiEV* and Xi, Yip A+. By the uniqueness of the factorizations (*) and 
(**) the family (Xi, Y,), 1 <id n + 1, is nonambiguous. The sets Yi are prefixes because 
SO are Si. 
We now define 
Zi=RiRi+l... R,+,~,-(~-‘(s~MI~~S~T}-E)A+ (ldidn), 
Z n+1- -Z1. 
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Then ZiEV* and ZiG A +. Since ZT =ZiUE, we have ZTEV*. The evident inclusion 
Yi rZi implies Y?cZ?. Conversely, it is easy to see that every element of Zr has 
infinitely many left factors in Y,. So, ZyS?+j$. Since Yi is a prefix, 
2= Yy. Thus, Zy= Yy. Finally, it suffices to note that V* =Rec(V) by Proposi- 
tion 3.3. 
(viii) j(v). Let 
WC (J Xi Yy, 
i=l 
where Xi, YiERec(V); Xi, Yi’A +, Yi is a prefix; (Xi, rC,), 1 < i < II, is nonambiguous, 
and such that for each i there exists Zi E A + for which ZFERec(V), YiEZi and 
ry=zy. 
Let Ai, Biy Ci be the deterministic V-automata normalized (in the sense that each 
has only one initial state) such that 
lAil=Xit lBil= Yi, ICiJ=Zi (1 di<n). 
Weconstructtheautomata~=(Q,i,,{t,,...,t,})and~’=(Q’,ib,{t;,...,t:,))bythe 
schemes hown in Figs. 4(a) and (b). 
Obviously, 
l&44)8= i, XiYy= W. 
i=l 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
CL l . A’ . 0 t‘1 . . . 
A, 
\ 
. 
. C” 
c, 
r t ‘1 - i,, _7 t’, 
A, An 
3 
Fig. 4a, b. 
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We have d < d ’ because for each i, 1 < i < n, 
I(Q, io, b)l=Xi=l(Q'2 6, 01, 
I(Q, ti, ti)l= YTGZ~=I(Q’, t:, t:)l, 
I(Q, tit ti)l”=( Y,*)m= Yp=Zy=(Z,*)“‘=I(Q’, t:, t:)l. 
Then, by Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, Xi, ZiERec(V) implies M,(ib, t;), M,(t;, ti)EV. 
Thus, & ‘EBAut(V). The nonambiguity of d follows from that of the family (Xi, Yi), 
1 <id n, because it is not difficult to see that two different successful paths in d define 
two different factorizations on the family (Xi, Y,), 1~ i<n, and, therefore, they cannot 
have the same label. Thus, &eNAGBAut(V). 
(v)*(vi). Let W= Id lB, where d =(Q, io, T) is in NAGBAut(V). There exists then 
an automaton &“=(Q’, ib, I”‘) in BAut(V) such that & < &“. By the definition of the 
relation < it follows that j&‘j8= J&‘jB= W. 
(vi)-(x). Let W=ldlB, where zZ=(Q, io, T) is in BAut(V). Let T=(tl,...,tn}. 
Define Xi=I(Q, io, ti)l, Yi=I(Q, ti, ti)l, 1 <i<n. Obviously, YF= Yi and 
w= (J XiYT. 
i=l 
By Proposition 3.1 
M,,rM.,(i,, tiX MY~=MY,ZM,~(ti, ti). 
Since M,(io, ti), M,d(ti, ti)EV, we have Xi, Y*EV*. It suffices to apply Pro- 
position 3.3. 
-(viii) = (ix) * (x). I t is sufficient to note that for any prefix Y we have 
Y* = Y”. 
(x)*(iv). Let 
w=ijxiry 
i=l 
with Xi, Y)ERec(V). A subset Z&AN is called V-simple if it has the form 
Z=f-‘WY’(41”, 
where f: A *+M is a morphism from A * onto MEV, m and e are two elements of 
M such that me= m, e2 =e. It is easy to show that W is a finite union of V-simple 
subsets (see [4, Proposition 31). Since a finite union of automata in CODBAut(V) is 
also an automaton in CODBAut(V), it suffices to consider the case when W is 
V-simple, i.e. W=Z and satisfies the conditions mentioned above. 
We denote by V, the family of the finite monoids which are anti-isomorphic to 
a monoid in V. It is easy to see that V, is also a variety of monoids. 
Given an automaton d = (Q, F), we denote d r the automaton obtained from d by 
replacing F by F’=((p,a,q)l(q,a,p)EF}. Obviously, (dr)‘=d, and M,EV iff 
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I$,,, EV, and conversely. Also Ccc is deterministic iff d r is codeterministic and con- 
versely. 
We now define X =f- l(m), Y=f - l(e), R = Y-A + Y. Then X, Y, R and, therefore, 
RY are in V*. Thus, X’ and (RY)’ are in VT, where X’ denotes the reverse of X. 
Construct the automaton &‘=(Q, F) in DAut(V,) such that 
I(Q, F, t, III =X’, I(Q, F, t, T)l=(RY)‘. 
Then &‘=(Q, F’) is in CODAut(V) and 
I(Q,F’,I,t)I=X, I(Q, F’, r, 0 =RY. 
As it has been shown by Beauquier and Perrin [3] we have 
IQ, F’,I, T)IB=XYW. 
Since I%&,EV, drECODBAut(V). 
(iv)*(vi). Obvious. 
(vii) + (vi). Obvious. 
(xii)*(vii). Let L be an w-language over an alphabet A such that LeVN. By 
definition, there exist a monoid M EV, a morphism h : A * +A4 from A * onto M which 
saturates L. Let E(M)= {eEM 1 e2 =e}, 
PL={(m,e)EMxM( me=m, e’=e, Lnh-‘(m)[h-‘(e)]“#~}. 
Then 
L= U h-‘(m)[K’(e)]” 
cm. ekPr 
(see [6]). The rest of the proof is borrowed from [S, p. 541, which can be summarized 
as follows. 
Let M’ be the monoid obtained from M by joining a new unit 1. For any eeE(M), 
we denote by ge:M+&9(M1), the morphism from M to the semigroup $?(M’) of all 
binary relations on M’ which satisfies (r, t)Eg,(s) iff s, te(r, re}. Consider the Bi.ichi 
automaton 
d,=(M’,F,I, T), where F={(r, a, t)l(r, tkgeV(a))}, 
Z={ml(m,e)~P~}, T={l}. 
It is easy to see that the M,vie is a divisor of M’, and 
ILzZ~]~= u h-'(m)[h-l(e)]". 
cm, ekPr. 
Thus, M,c~V and the relation monoid M, of the Biichi automaton &‘, the disjoint 
union of the automata d,, eEE( M), is a divisor of the product of all Mde, eEE( M). 
So, M,,EV and .d is a strong Biichi V-automaton recognizing L. Because V* is closed 
. 
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under the product, V is closed under the Schiitzenberger product (see e.g. [6]). By 
a familiar way we can construct a strong Biichi V-automaton which is equivalent to 
d and has only one initial state. This completes the proof. 0 
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